
 

Cylinder SleuthingCylinder SleuthingCylinder Sleuthing 
All consumer products come with labels.  A label’s purpose is to relay what the product is, suggest precau-

tions to take while using the product, and actions to take if adversely affected by the product.                
What if the label had fallen off?  What then?  

If the label was removed from a quart of oil, one could still correctly identify it by observing the size, shape, 
color, and weight of the container.  But what if a compressed gas cylinder is 

missing a label?  How can the contents of a cylinder be identified?  At a       
minimum,  what characteristics or ‘family’ (inert, flammable, corrosive, oxidiz-
ing, or pyrophoric) does the gas inside the cylinder belongs to?  If cylinder’s 
shape, size, and color are used to identify a cylinder, the result could be a  

dangerously wrong conclusion.     

The Solid Waste Industry and Gas Cylinders 

Material Recycling Facilities (MRFs), recycling transfer stations, refuse transfer stations, waste haulers, and 
household hazardous waste collections are at similar risk of receiving gas cylinders.  Gas cylinders that 

may not have an identifying label.  Solid Waste professionals turn to outside specialized professionals for 
assistance —  normally hazardous waste contractors.  

“No�person�may�offer�or�accept�a�hazardous�material�for�transportation�in�commerce�unless�the�hazardous�material�is�

properly�classed,�described,�packaged,�marked,�labeled,�and�in�condition�for�shipment�as�required�or�authorized�by���������

applicable�requirements�of�this�subchapter….”����������

According to 49 CFR 171.2( e): 

A solid waste facility will typically provide hazardous waste contractor information to classify an unlabeled 
cylinder so it can be packaged properly and safely transported to the hazardous waste contractor’s facility.  

Just as important, the potential risks of the type of gas within the cylinder can be identified, and the          
cylinder itself can be stored and handled in a way to best protect people and the environment.  

This document is a guide for solid waste facili�es to iden�fy characteris�cs located on, or missing from, 

a compressed gas cylinder that will assist hazardous waste contractors in properly classifying unlabeled      

cylinders for safe transpor�ng and disposal and safe cylinder storage for solid waste facili�es.  

PLEASE NOTE: Only through lab testing can a cylinde r’s contents be verified. 

KEY POINTS: 

- Solid waste professionals play an important role in assis�ng with cylinder iden�fica�on!  

- Cylinder iden�fica�on ensure safe onsite storage un�l the cylinder is removed! 



 

High Pressure 

• Constructed with one piece of 

metal 

• Do not have welded seams 

• Made out of  steel or aluminum 

• Working pressure of ≥500 psig 

Ex: 1,800 psig 

Cylinder Types 

Acetylene 

• Acetylene dissolved in acetone or 

dimethylformamide can be stored 

in a cylinder filled with porous ma-

terial 

• Such cylinders are marked with: 

DOT-8, 8A, 8AL, ICC-8, E-6517,         

E-7542, E-10320 or TC-8__           

Required 

to have at 

least two 

CG-3 pres-

sure relief 

devices. 

Low Pressure 

• Typically constructed with     

mul9ple pieces of metal 

• Visible weld seams 

• O;en have a foot ring  

• Working pressure 

of ≤500 psig 

Weld  

Foot ring 

Cylinder Markings 

 

A. DOT Specifica9on -        

Material & Construc9on  

B. Cylinder Serial Number 

C.    Cylinder origina9on.       

Supplier sells and can fill any 

and all cylinders.  Not helpful 

in iden9fica9on. 

 

 

D. Neck Ring  

    Iden9fica9on 

E. Retest Markings 

 

PuAng It to Prac9ce 

You come across a cylinder with no label.  You look for clues to relay to your hazardous waste contractor.   You 

observe that the cylinder is a low pressure cylinder due to the welded seams.  The DOT stamp on the cylinder is 

“DOT-8A”. 

 Contractor Conclusion: Your hazardous waste contractor will likely conclude the cylinder contains acetylene.  

The “8A” indicates the cylinder has a porous inner lining indica9ve of the requirements for acetylene.  Low pressure 

cylinders are defined as cylinders filled below 500 psig.  Acetylene can not be compressed to pressures over 250 

psig at 70 F.  These clues support the no9on the cylinder contents is acetylene.  Store cylinders according to Com-

pressed Gas Associa9on (CGA) or Na9onal Fire Protec9on Associa9on (NFPA) standards to prevent cylinder damage 

which    poten9ally could lead to gas release. 

PLEASE NOTE: Only through lab testing can a cylinde r’s contents be verified. 

Cylinder marking alone are often not enough to determine the contents of a cylinder.  The markings          
primarily indicate information about the vessel or cylinder itself.   

However, the make up of the cylinder or pressure rating of the cylinder used in conjunction with other         
clues, may narrow the options of what the gas inside the cylinder can be.  
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Cylinder Valve 
 The valve on a gas cylinder varies depending upon the type of gas it is used with.  Cylinder valves 

can also vary for cylinders with the same gas but under differing pressures.  The Compressed Gas         
Association (CGA) has a standardized valve listing.  The CGA valve number can provide guidance on the       

general type of gas (inert, flammable, oxidizing, pyrophoric, or corrosive) contained in the cylinder if not the 
exact gas. 

 Manufacturers of valves may develop their own system to classify different valve types.  These sys-
tems are often based off of the CGA number valve assignments.  Provide the disposal contractor with any 
valve manufacturer’s name and model number, and the valve can often be cross referenced from the man-

ufacturers model to the CGA number.  

“CGA 320” 
“CGA 346” 

A Variety of Gas Cylinder Valves 

Pu0ng It to Prac1ce 

You come across a cylinder with no label.  You look for clues to relay to your hazardous waste contractor.  All you 

find is a number on the valve that says, “CGA-330”.   

By that informa9on the hazardous waste contractor can not determine what specific gas may be in the cylinder.  

However, it does indicate the type, or family, of gases that specific valve is compa9ble with.  All gases compa9ble 

with a CGA-330 valve are considered Poison Inhala9on Hazard gases by the Department of Transporta9on due to 

their corrosive or toxic natures. 

Now that the hazardous waste contractor has a general idea what is being picked up at your facility and what the 

shipping and packaging requirements are, how does the facility store cylinder un1l the contractor arrives?   

Knowing the general characteris9cs of the type of gases that can be in the cylinder, the facility should consider stor-

ing it in an area away from people, with plenty of air circula9on, upright, and secured to prevent inadvertent release 

of the gas from valve damage.  Consult the Compressed Gas Associa9on (CGA) or Na9onal Fire Protec9on Associa9on 

(NFPA) for storage standards.  

PLEASE NOTE: Only through lab testing can a cylinde r’s contents be verified. 
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Cylinder Pressure Relief Device  

NO Pressure    

Relief Device 

Pressure Relief Devices (PRD) are safety components on cylinders that protect from catastrophic failure of        

cylinders from excessive heat and built up internal pressures.  Rupture disks release the whole contents of a     

cylinder by a pressure sensi9ve disk rupturing.  Fusible plugs release the cylinder contents when a                       

pre-determined temperature is reached. Most do not protect against over filling.  Some cylinders are not              

required to have a Pressure Relief Device. A Pressure Relief Device is PROHIBITED with select gases (primarily 

toxic, corrosive and oxidizing  gases).  With these prohibited cylinders, it is beIer for the cylinder to undergo a 

catastrophic failure than to have the contents released.  If a cylinder does not have a PRD, it is best to assume 

the device was PROHIBITED. 

Pressure Relief/Rupture 

Disk 

Fusible Plug 

Pressure Relief Valve 

Combina1on Plug 

 
ONLY A LAB ANALYSIS CAN ACCURATELY IDENTIFY THE CONTENTS   

      OF A  CYLINDER! 

CGA # Description Operation Limitations

- non reclosable; 

-may be triggered by overcharging

-may not relief pressure of < half full cylinders exposed to high temperatures before cylinder 

walls give away

-relies on temperature to melt plug

-does not protect against over charging

-vents entire contents

-limited to cylinders of 500 psig or less

-relies on temperature to melt plug

-does not protect against over charging

-vents entire contents

-limited to cylinders of 500 psig or less

-function only in the presence of both predetermined heat and pressure

-heat must be present first to melt plug

-does not protect against overpressure due to improper charging

-function only in the presence of both predetermined heat and pressure

-heat must be present first to melt plug

-does not protect against overpressure due to improper charging

-more suceptible to leaks around the seat disk

-cylinder more prone to contamination

-multiple heating events may weaken cylinder walls to point of failure at a pressure lower than 

-must be used in conjunction with a CG-4 PRD

-not designed to portect the cylinder from rupture during exposure to fire

-designed to protect an anhydrous hydrogen chloride jumbo tube from rupturing as result of 

CG-9
High Pressure Fusible Plug 

(melt temp ~217 F)

thermally operated; protects agains excessive pressure due 

to heat
-limited to cylidners with service pressure between 500-6000 psig

opens with excessive internal pressure.CG-1
Pressure Relief Rupture 

Disk

CG-2
Fusible Plug                                                

(melt temp: 165 F)

operated by excessive temperatrue; protects against 

excessive pressure due to exposure of excessive heat

CG-3
Fusible Plug                                      

(melt temp: 212 F)

operated by excessive temperatrue; protects against 

excessive pressure due to exposure of excessive heat

CG-4
Combination: Rupture Disk 

& Fusible Plug (165 F)
requires first temperature and then pressure to operate.

CG-8

Combination: Rupture Disk 

& Pressure Relief Valve in 

series

rupture disk in series with a pressure relief valve

requires first temperature and then pressure to operate.CG-5
Combination: Rupture Disk 

& Fusible Plug (212 F)

CG-7 Pressure Relief Valve
spring loaded device which relieves excessive pressure and 

reseals
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Other Characteris�cs 

• Cylinder Vapor Tight Cap: a cap going over the discharge port of a cylin-

der.  Especially used for pyrophoric gases, like silane,  or corrosive gases.  

• If there is a notch in the nut on the valve or if the second digit of the CGA 

valve number is odd, the cylinder will have reverse threads.  

• The dimensions of the cylinder—diameter and height to cylinder kneck—

can some#mes be used as secondary support informa#on. 

• Color: Color of a cylinder is NOT a good indicator in helping to determine 

the contents of a cylinder. 

Vapor 

#ght cap 

Pu�ng it to Prac�ce—Review 

Scenario:    

  A recycling #p floor operator no#ces an unlabeled cylinder in the curbside              

recyclables on the #p floor.  The equipment operator brings the cylinder to the Facility 

Manager.  What aspects of the cylinder will the Manager take photos of, or what details 

will be relayed to the company’s hazardous waste contractor, so the contractor can 

classify the cylinder and transport off the facility site for proper disposal? 

Cylinder Markings and Type 

Take pictures of engravings on top of the cylinder and check for any markings or features 

on the bo.om.  Transcribe the engravings in case the engravings are indecipherable in the 

pictures.  Is the cylinder a high or low pressure cylinder?   

 -The lack of welds and the one piece construc�on indicate a high pressure cylinder.  

The DOT marking on the cylinder is DOT-3AA1800 

Cylinder Valve 

Sleuthing for Clues 

Take pictures and transcribe any markings on the cylinder valve 

especially any CGA numbers.   

 -The informa�on important on this valve is:  a Sherwood 

valve, number U148 and a CGA number of ‘320’. 

PLEASE NOTE: Only through lab testing can a cylinde r’s contents be verified. 
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 At Hazardous Waste collec�on facili�es, gathering informa�on like: ‘Who used the     

cylinder?, “What type of work did they do”, “What types of hobbies did the owner of the   

cylinder have?”, can all provide useful insight as to what type of gas is inside the cylinder.  

Cylinder Pressure Relief Devices 

Take pictures of informa�on on Pressure Relief Devices (PRD) on the cylinder.  

Transcribe the engravings in case the engravings are indecipherable from the 

pictures.   

 -The pressure relief device in these pictures is a CG-1 Pressure Relief 

Rupture Disk.  Pressure Relief Disk ra�ngs tend to be 50% over the rated pres-

sure of the cylinder.  In this case the cylinder ra�ngs is 1800 psig.  The PRD 

ra�ng is 3000 psig.  

Other Cylinder Characteris�cs 

Looking at this cylinder there are no other dis�nguishing characteris�cs of note.  The 

cylinder dimensions can be relayed to the hazardous waste contractor as informa�on to 

support a prominent cylinder clue.  For this cylinder there are no secondary suppor�ve 

characteris�cs.  

Conclusion 

The key clue in this cylinder sleuthing is the valve number.  A valve with CGA-320 is almost exclusively used on      

carbon dioxide cylinders.  The CG-1 pressure relief device and cylinder type and pressure of 3AA1800 support this 

conclusion.  

PLEASE NOTE: Only through lab testing can a cylinde r’s contents be verified. 
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